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Growth Equity Update
By Anthony B. Minnefor Jr.
INTRODUCTION

more than double the growth rate of buyout companies
and more than triple that of public companies. Cambridge
Associates noted that while this revenue growth is off
of a smaller base when compared to buyout and public
companies, its strength is still impressive and, notably,
growth equity companies generated positive revenue
growth even during 2009 in the midst of the global financial
crisis.

As private equity has matured as an asset class, so too has
one of its main strategies, growth equity. As a refresher,
growth equity investing sits between classic venture capital
and traditional buyout. Growth equity investments are
typically the first institutional money raised by a company.
And the companies are often thankful to receive the capital;
as the name implies, companies in this sector are growing
at a rapid clip and need capital to sustain and accelerate
their growth. Their product or service offerings have moved
well beyond proof-of-concept and are well-received in
the marketplace. In summary, growth equity investing can
have the strong return potential of venture capital without
the risks inherent when investing in a highly-leveraged
company as part of a buyout strategy.

GROWTH EQUITY’S FAVORABLE
INVESTMENT RETURNS
Growth equity companies are often valued by investors
based on a multiple of revenue. While the achievement of
positive EBITDA in a reasonable period of time is expected,
during the timeframe after a growth equity investment is
made, the companies often generate significant losses.
Executive teams are assembled or expanded, new systems
are put in place, and a myriad of other activities occur in
order to professionalize and grow the business. Accordingly,
top-line growth is usually essential to a successful
investment outcome. A study by Cambridge Associates of
growth equity investments exited between 2002 and 2017
clearly supports this premise. In the study, realized multiples
of invested capital (MOIC) were grouped by revenue growth

STELLAR REVENUE GROWTH
When evaluating the growth equity sector for potential
investment, the question of how fast growth equity
companies are actually generating sales often arises. And
the numbers do no not disappoint: According to Cambridge
Associates, from 2008 to 2017, growth equity companies
generated an average annual revenue growth rate of 17.2%,
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rates at exit. Approximately two-thirds of realized growth
equity companies with greater than 20% annual revenue
growth achieved a gross MOIC of 2.0X or better at exit. In
contrast, nearly two-thirds of non-growth companies (those
with annual revenue growth less than 20%) were realized at
less than cost.

equity investors will want to continue to see rapid revenue
growth and strong returns.
Anthony Minnefor is partner-in-charge of the New Jersey and
Pennsylvania Financial Services Audit and Assurance Practice.
Questions? He can be reached at (732) 243-7211 or

anthony.minnefor@eisneramper.com

BUOYANT FUNDRAISING DEMONSTRATES
APPEAL OF ASSET CLASS
As we discussed in a previous private equity fundraising
update, many expressed concerns about overall fundraising
as we headed into 2019. However, the first half of the year
has clearly been respectable. According to Private Equity
International (PEI), $177.2 billion of capital was raised by
private equity funds in the first half of 2019. While this was
down compared to recent periods, funds expected to be
raised in the second half of 2019 should solidify the year’s
total and equal it to last year’s.
Growth equity funds are certainly doing their part to
buoy the overall fundraising statistics, with the potential
strong returns of investing in fast-growing companies
via a private equity vehicle no doubt supporting the
successful recent fundraising by investors in this asset
class. Of the total $177.2 billion raised by private equity, a
whopping $50.8 billion was raised by growth equity funds.
And such fundraising in the first half of 2019 by growth
equity represents an amazing 80% of the asset class’s total
fundraising in 2018. This impressive fundraising has been
supported by large funds, with the average growth equity
vehicle launched in the first half of 2019 at $923 million. This
contrasts with an average growth fund size of only $340
million in 2014. According to PEI, the largest growth-focused
vehicle in the first half of the year was TA Associates’ 13th
flagship fund, which closed on its $8.5 billion hard-cap in
May 2019.

CONCLUSION
A close look at growth equity investing clearly shows an
asset class that appeals to many an investor – the risks of
early-stage, classic venture capital investing are somewhat
mitigated, and investee companies in this strategy typically
aren’t saddled with burdensome leverage as is the case with
buyout companies. Nevertheless, each asset class always
warrants detailed scrutiny before a check is written. Growth
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Considerations for Launching Your First Private Fund
By Nancy Vailakis, Director, Funds, IQ-EQ
worth individuals and family offices, who are able to invest
outside of such criteria if compelled?

There are many things to consider when you’re preparing
to launch your first private fund – beyond finding lucrative
deals. Focusing on and thoroughly preparing for the
questions that prospective investors will have, to encourage
their investment, is critical to your success.

Separately, how popular is your investment strategy, given
the current place in the market cycle? Are investors eager
to allocate to this strategy or is it currently less favored?
If the latter, does a more contrarian discussion carry
weight among a set of investors? Also, does the strategy
fit into a classic strategy bucket (i.e., private equity, credit,
infrastructure, real estate)? So often institutional investors
need to allocate investments from specific pools of capital.

Determining the firm name and choosing who you will
join with to make up the new general partnership are
early decisions that require careful consideration. Are you
spinning out of your most recent firm with a team that is
tested and has worked together before, or are you piecing
together a team from multiple firms? If the latter, have you
worked with this group of investment professionals before?
Are you spinning out of a firm that has a reputation for
excellence with a known name in the marketplace?

How differentiated is your strategy? Consider if you are
possibly trying to be too unique for a first fund, to the point
that an investor’s board might have to give your chosen
strategy or structure special consideration (outside of the
simple fact that it is a first fund and therefore potentially
riskier). What liquidity profile and terms are easiest to
promote right now and are you able to match them to help
streamline an investor’s decision?

Do you have performance information that can (legally) be
used in your marketing documents? If not, can you obtain
your track record from your prior employer(s)? Does this
performance data (whether cobbled together from a few
individuals’ respective deal performance or reflective of a
long-time team record) constitute the coveted three-year
track record that many institutional investors prefer? If not,
will you be able to garner enough interest from high net
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As many new GPs look for anchor or seed capital, what kind
of fee discount will you consider granting for a large initial
investment? Think carefully how much money you need
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you don’t want to do all the capital raising in-house, a
placement agent that works with emerging funds would be
a wise consideration. Placement agents generally structure
the fundraising effort from an administrative perspective,
putting together roadshows and marketing documentation
among other helpful services in line with industry
fundraising norms and expectations. Given that employees
at start-up firms generally ‘wear many hats’, extra support
may be critical.
Institutional investors prefer an outsourced fund
administrator to facilitate the books and records of the fund
as well as the back-office work that you may not have time
for given other first fund demands. An outsourced fund
administrator can lend technical expertise and be a trusted
right-hand around best practices. Selecting an audit/tax
firm is critical too, and an outsourced compliance outfit
also makes sense given the increasingly complex regulatory
considerations. Relative to the past, there are many more
options to consider as you look to outsource various
divisions and tasks.
You should consider an outsourced provider that works
well with emerging managers and your investment strategy,
ensuring that you receive the solid service you need as you
grow. An error-proof, detail-oriented and secure service,
complete with attentiveness to your timeframes and needs,
is critical to new general partners looking to impress
investors in the long term.

to ‘keep the lights on’ during the initial start-up years and
therefore what kind of discount can you realistically afford.
Are you aware of emerging manager platforms run by
large institutional pension plans that could give your fund
additional credibility in the market, if chosen for investment?

Nancy Vailakis is director, funds at IQ-EQ. Questions she can
be reached at (917) 484-8222 or nancy.vailakis@iqeq.com.

An investor’s faith in a manager is sometimes based on
prior crossover at a legacy firm. Do you know investors
from your previous companies that you are (legally) allowed
to seek out? Should you be lucky enough to win a large
institutional client, where will the remainder of the target
AUM come from? It’s wise to diversify your client base away
from one concentrated investor, as the whims of such an
investor could adversely impact your firm’s future stability,
depending on the terms and dynamic.
It’s also crucial to ensure you have the right service
providers in place so you can focus on the fiercely
competitive business of investing and delivering
performance. Generally speaking, you will need a reputable
law firm to structure your initial fund documents. If
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Year-End Considerations for Fund Managers
By Marc Stahl
it qualify as long-term capital gain treatment regardless
of the holding period of the applicable partnership?
Further guidance is also necessary to define capital
contributed, leaving us with this question: If the GP could
have withdrawn the capital, does this qualify as capital
contributed?

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) introduced several Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) Sections -- 163j, 199A, 461(l) and 1061
-- that directly affect the financial services industry. At
this time, we are still awaiting regulations and guidance
for IRC Sec.1061 incentive allocations and IRC Sec. 461(l)
excess business losses. As year-end approaches, we are
highlighting several issues that fund managers should
consider.

IRC Sec. 1061 is also vague when speaking to IRC Secs. 1256
and 988 assets. Pending regulations, industry practice is that
the three-year holding period requirement is not applicable
to these types of assets. Funds should consider when
investing in IRC Sec.1256 assets, which are taxed as 60/40
long-term/short-term capital gain/loss regardless of holding
period, or making an IRC Sec. 988 (a)(1)(B) election that
allows the fund to treat the recognition of an IRC Sec. 988
asset as capital gain/loss, if the recently enacted three-year
rule applies or if it coincides with its strategy.

IRC Sec.1061, relating to partnership interests held in
connection with performance of services, also known as
carried interests or carry, changed the required holding
period to achieve long-term capital gain tax rates from
one year to three years. To clarify, long-term capital
gains allocated to the general partners (GPs) from a carry
allocation are now required to have a holding period of
greater than three years to achieve long-term preferential
status. Long-term capital gains allocated based on capital
contributed retain the one-year holding period. We are
still awaiting clear guidance from the U.S. Department of
Treasury for the definition of what is required to be held
greater than three years in order to qualify as long-term
capital gain. Is it the applicable partnership interest and
the underlying security sold by the partnership? Or, if
the underlying security meets the three-year rule, does
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Miscellaneous itemized deductions subject to a 2% of
adjusted gross income limitation are now disallowed on
the individual level. This includes IRC Sec. 212 portfolio
deductions, directly affecting investor funds. Investor fund
expenses are classified as IRC Sec. 212 expenses subject
to the 2% adjusted gross income (AGI) limitation, leaving
partners of these funds to pay tax on gross income. Prior to
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enactment, individuals subject to the alternative minimum
tax (AMT) were disallowed the benefit of these expenses;
however, as of 2018, there is no potential for a benefit to
be received. The tradeoff of the limitation on portfolio
expenses is that the fund is realizing long-term capital
gain, taxed at a lower tax rate in exchange for some losses
disallowed.
Fund managers have discussed converting to passive
foreign investment company (PFIC) structures in order to
pass through the fund’s expenses. This will allow investors
to make a qualified electing fund (QEF) election, include
net ordinary income in the current year, while preserving
long-term capital gain. The downsides to this structure
are that only net gains are passed through, with net losses
being disallowed, and there are additional foreign filing
requirements that a U.S. investor needs to report with its
return.

incentive earned. Consult your tax advisor prior to year-end
in order to consider all facts and consequences pertaining
to waiving the incentive fee allocation.

With the addition of IRC Sec.1061 requiring securities to be
held greater than three years for carry allocations, investor
funds GPs are now paying ordinary tax rates on gross
income versus long-term capital rates. This has resulted in
some unfortunate outcomes for 2018, where the tax liability
has exceeded the carry earned. Consider: Investor fund A
earned net $50 of incentive allocation. This amount consists
of $200 short-term capital gain and $150 of IRC Sec. 212
portfolio deductions. For cash purposes, the GP is receiving
$50. However, due to the elimination of miscellaneous
itemized deductions, the GP is remitting tax on $200 of
short-term capital gains. With a federal tax rate of 40.8%
(ordinary rate + NII), $82 of tax is required to be remitted to
the IRS, which is $32 more than received in cash. In light of
these changes, there are alternative options that could be
considered. For example, the GP could consider converting
to a C corporation. Salaries would be paid out of the C
corporation, along with all other ordinary and customary
expenses, such as IRC Sec. 212 portfolio deductions. The
salaries will be taxed at ordinary rates; however, unlike in a
flow-through structure, portfolio deductions are allowable
deductions for C corporations, and will not be lost. Using
the example above, the C corporation will incur a salary
expense of $50, of which the GP will pay tax on versus the
$200 required if based on a direct allocation. Please be
advised that restructuring to a C corporation is complex.
Consulting your tax advisor is a must prior to converting
to a complex structure. Alternatively, the GP could also
consider waiving the carry when the tax liability exceeds the
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The newly enacted IRC Sec. 461(l) limits excess business
losses of non-corporate taxpayers. The limitation is applied
on the individual level, limiting aggregate business income
and losses to $250,000 ($500,000 if married filing joint). This
provision includes both trader and IRC Sec. 475 mark-tomarket funds. It is even more important now to address
year-end planning, as this limitation has the potential
to greatly impact an individual’s tax liability. Historically,
fund managers have utilized loss harvesting, generating
additional losses against current gains, mitigating their
income tax liability. In the post-tax reform era, trader
funds with excess losses should consider gain harvesting,
as investors may be limited on the loss allowance in the
current year. Please keep in mind this limitation is on the
individual level, and the fund may not have the ability
to determine if the ultimate taxpayer is in a gain or loss
position.

ADDITIONAL COMPLIANCE UPDATE FOR THE
BACK OFFICE.
Foreign Withholding/Form 1042
For periods after December 31, 2017, Form 1042, Annual
Withholding Tax Return for U.S. Source Income of Foreign
Persons has been updated. Foreign investors are now
required to provide foreign tax identification numbers
(FTINs) as well as the date of birth reflected on an executed
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into effect, regarding Form 1042 reporting. There are now
two filing dates for Form 1042-S: March 15 for payments
made before March 1, 2020 and September 15 for payments
made after March 1, 2020. The IRS has also indicated
it plans to audit more entities on their compliance and
internal control procedures in regards to their withholding
obligations. We strongly recommend that funds make
sure they have valid W-8/W-9 withholding forms from its
investors. W-9 forms never expire and W-8 forms are valid
for a maximum of three years.

Form W-8 BEN, Certificate of Foreign Status of Beneficial
Owner for United States Tax Withholding and Reporting
(Individuals). The U.S. Treasury Department and the IRS
intend to amend the temporary regulations to provide an
exception to this requirement, such that an otherwise valid
withholding certificate signed before January 1, 2018 will
not be treated as invalid for payments made before January
1, 2019 to an account holder that is an individual, solely
because the withholding certificate does not include the
account holder’s date of birth and the date of birth is not
in the withholding agent’s files. This allowance is provided
to give withholding agents additional time to comply with
the date of birth requirement for withholding certificates
signed before January 1, 2018. In addition, the U.S. Treasury
Department and the IRS intend to amend the temporary
chapter 3 regulations to clarify that a withholding agent will
be considered to have the account holder’s date of birth in
its files if it obtains the date of birth on a written statement
(including a written statement transmitted by email) from
the account holder.

Marc Stahl is a tax director in EisnerAmper’s Financial
Services Group. Questions? He can be reached at
212.891.8724 or marc.stahl@eisneramper.com

For Entities Requiring FTINS:
Phase-In of Requirement to Obtain an FTIN Under Treasury
Regulation Sec. 1.1441–1T(e)(2)(ii)(B)
The Treasury Department and the IRS intend to amend the
temporary chapter 3 regulations to provide additional time
for a withholding agent to comply with the requirement to
obtain an FTINI to be phased-in over a period ending on
December 31, 2019.
For Form W-8 received during the phase-in period, the
Notice provides an alternative procedure for obtaining
an FTIN (or a reasonable explanation for why the account
holder was not issued an FTIN) for a withholding certificate
signed before January 1, 2018. If a withholding agent
obtains the account holder’s FTIN (or a reasonable
explanation for why the account holder was not issued an
FTIN) in accordance with the alternative procedure (rather
than obtaining a new withholding certificate), an otherwise
valid withholding certificate will remain valid after the end of
the December 31, 2019.
As of January 1, 2020, there are additional new rules going
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The Singapore Variable Capital Company (“VCC”)
By Tan Woon Hum, Partner, Shook Lin & Bok LLP
INTRODUCTION

(b) It is able to redeem shares and pay dividends using its
net assets. This allows a VCC to be flexible in distributions
and return of capital (in contrast with a corporate fund);

The VCC is a new Singapore fund structure that will go live
by the end of 2019. The VCC Act was passed in October
2018 and the draft regulations were released on 30 April,
2019 for public consultation.

(c) It must appoint a fund management company (“FMC”)
that is licensed or registered by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore (“MAS”), or is an exempt financial institution
in Singapore and it must have sufficient mandatory
Singapore substance (i.e., a Singapore registered office,
Singapore resident company secretary and auditor, and at
least one resident director);

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS OF A VCC
There are many benefits of a VCC. It is an entirely new legal
structure that provides an attractive alternative to existing
fund or collective investment scheme (“CIS”) structures (i.e.,
corporation, limited partnership and unit trust).

(d) It must have minimum regulatory compliance, i.e.:
(i) at least one director must be a director or registered
representative of the FMC;
(ii) all directors must be fit and proper persons; and

Key features of a VCC:

(iii) it must comply with Anti-Money Laundering/
Countering Financing of Terrorism requirements
(“AML/CFT”) requirements, although these can be
outsourced to the FMC of the VCC or a regulated
financial institution in Singapore;

(a) It can only be used as one of the following funds
(although it may be extended to other uses in future):
(i) traditional or alternative fund;

(e) It can dispense with annual general meetings of its
shareholders; and

(ii) retail or restricted fund; and
(iii) standalone fund, or an umbrella entity with
multiple sub-funds with segregated assets and
liabilities;
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(f) It can maintain only a private register of shareholders.
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REDOMICILIATION OF FOREIGN FUNDS TO VCC
Foreign corporate funds (e.g., a Cayman segregated
portfolio company or a British Virgin Islands protected cell
company) may redomicile to a VCC if they have positive net
assets and remain solvent within 12 months from the date of
application. The applicant must submit the requisite forms
and documentation for inward re-domiciliation.

VCC OFFERED TO RETAIL INVESTORS
VCCs can also be offered to retail investors. However, they
must meet additional requirements, including operational
requirements for custodians and certain mandatory
provisions in the constitution, VCC contractual agreements,
and the prospectuses. The custodian must safeguard
the rights and interests of the VCCs’ shareholders and
ensure the disclosure of the risk of cross-cell contagion
to shareholders of VCCs. The custodian must also notify
the MAS within three business days upon knowing of any
breaches of the VCC or the FMC, in relation to laws or
regulations relating to the VCC or the FMC. The custodian
must take custody and control of all VCC assets, ensure all
VCC assets are accounted for, and ensure all VCC assets are
distinct from its own and those of its clients.

TAX INCENTIVES
A VCC will be treated as a company and a single entity for
the purposes of tax but Sections 13R and 13X Income Tax
Act incentives will be extended to VCCs. The Financial Sector
Incentive Scheme for fund management and GST remission
for funds will also be applicable to VCCs.

COMPARISON WITH TAX HAVEN FUNDS
In our opinion, the VCC’s structure and features are very
similar to the Cayman segregated portfolio company
(“SPC”). However, we expect it will be easier, faster, more
convenient, and less expensive to operate and maintain the
VCC. In addition, much of the regulatory (including AML/
CFT requirements and Common Reporting Standards)
and substance requirements are already fulfilled by the
Singapore regulated fund management company and
the relevant financial institutions servicing the funds. The
additional benefits are:
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(a) having everything (including the process,
documentation and professionals) located in one central
business district in Singapore, a safe, stable and reputable
international financial center and asset and wealth
management hub;

year, 2019 may hold more of the same for fundraising for
this asset class. We should expect to continue to see megafund offerings, which will drive the total amount of capital
raised, though the actual number of funds raised may show a
sizable decline. In addition, the ongoing rise of co-investment
vehicles may also support overall fundraising. Furthermore,
strategies such as growth equity investing should help
maintain investor interest in the broader private equity
model. As always, caution is warranted, as macroeconomic
and political concerns are ever-present.

(b) availability of a tax-neutral fund structure pursuant to
tax incentives approved in writing by the local regulators;
(c) availability of the benefits of more than 80 double tax
agreements; and
(d) substantial cost savings (e.g., offshore directors, offshore
agents, offshore registered offices, offshore shell fund
managers, hefty CIMA registration fees and annual fees).

The bottom line is that as long as private equity outperforms
other asset classes, investor interest will continue without
pause.

We have observed a growing trend of clients making the
choice of Singapore as a structuring venue, investment fund
and asset/wealth management jurisdiction.

Tan Woon Hum is a partner with Shook Lin & Bok LLP in
Singapore. Questions? Contact Tan at +65 6535 1944 or
slb@shooklin.com

THE NEXT STEPS
VCCs can be used by fund/asset managers, wealth managers,
private equity/real estate/venture capital managers and
multi-family offices. VCC funds can be traditional or
alternative, including private equity/real estate/venture
capital. A VCC can also be used as an alternative to retail unit
trust funds. Practically, we anticipate a strong demand for
the private VCC and a significant shift from conventional tax
haven segregated portfolio company fund and protected cell
company fund structures to private VCC funds in Singapore.
Despite the large private equity commitments made in
recent years and concerns expressed going into the new
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New Regulations for Fund of Funds Arrangements
By Joshua Goldman
• Investing more than 5% of its total assets in any one
fund, or

The SEC recently voted to propose a new rule and related
amendments of the Investment Company Act of 1940 which
is designed to streamline and enhance the regulatory
framework on fund of funds arrangements (“the Proposal”).

Investing more than 10% of its total assets in funds
generally. Statutory exceptions may be requested to adjust
the limitations if certain criteria are met by the acquiring
fund. The SEC also has the authority to permit additional
types of fund of funds arrangements as structures evolve by
allowing exceptions to any person, security, or transaction,
or any class of classes of transactions, if the exception is
consistent with the public interest and the protection of
investors.

Funds of funds are created when a mutual fund or other
type of fund invests in shares of another fund. “These
funds invest in other funds for a variety of reasons, including
to achieve asset allocation or diversification in an efficient
manner, as well as to hedge and otherwise manage risk.
However, depending on the size of the investments, funds
may be required to seek an exemptive order, causing costs
and delays, and resulting in a regulative regime where
substantially similar fund of funds arrangements may be
subject to different conditions. This proposal would create
a consistent, rules-based framework for fund of funds
arrangements while providing robust protections for
investors,” said SEC Chairman Jay Clayton.

PROPOSED UPDATES
The combination of the existing SEC rules, statutory
exemptions, and exemptive orders has created a
regulatory regime where substantially similar fund of funds
arrangements are subject to different conditions.

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS

The SEC’s proposed rule 12d1-4, and rescission of rule
12d1-2 and many of the exemptive orders, are intended to
create a consistent and efficient rules-based framework for
the formation and oversight of funds of funds to replace
the mix of regulation currently relied on. The proposed rule

The Investment Company Act currently prohibits a
registered fund from:
• Acquiring more than 3% of another fund’s outstanding
voting securities,
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includes various conditions intended to enhance investor protections that fund of funds arrangements would be required to
satisfy.
The proposed rules include the following for the acquiring fund:

The rescission of rule 12d1-2 would eliminate the flexibility of
funds relying on section 12(d)(1)(G) to invest in (i) unaffiliated
funds and (ii) stocks, bonds and other securities. Instead,
acquiring funds would have flexibility to invest in different
types of funds and other asset classes under proposed
rule 12d1-4, under a single set of conditions. In addition,
the proposal includes an amendment to provide funds
relying on section 12(d)(1)(G) with continued flexibility to
invest in money market funds outside of the same group of
investment companies.

INDUSTRY OPINIONS
The financial service industry has generally supported the
SEC’s efforts and recognizes the proposal as a step forward
for fund of funds arrangements. They acknowledge
that the currently governing structure has resulted in an
inconsistent and inefficient regulatory framework where
the relief on which a fund of funds arrangement is relying
is not always clear to other funds, investors or regulators.
However, not all aspects of the proposal have been
embraced. The condition with the most opposition is the
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proposed limitation on redemptions, with the following noted
comments:
• Redemptions in excess of 3% of the acquired fund’s
shares are common for some acquiring funds, often in
connection with reallocations among asset classes.
• The redemption limit may hold the acquiring fund
hostage in certain circumstances. Depending on the
size of the ownership percentage, it could potentially
take months to fully redeem while other non-acquiring
fund investors, such as high net worth individuals,
employee benefit plans, collective investment trusts,
and institutional managed account platforms, would not
have such limitations. This could result in a spiral effect
where the acquiring fund is limited in its redemptions,
yet the redemptions of other investors continue to keep
the acquiring fund’s ownership above 3%, dramatically
extending its time to liquidate.

ROAD TO COMPLIANCE
In preparation for the final rules, SEC registered investment
companies should consider reviewing the impact to the
existing compliance framework, including but not limited to
asset acquisition and allocation controls; allocation of fees
and expenses and redemptions.
Joshua Goldman is a senior manager in EisnerAmper’s
Financial Services Group. Questions? He can be reached at
(212) 891-6952 or joshua.goldman@eisneramper.com

• The redemption limit may also result in acquiring funds
to only invest in larger acquired funds and limit their
investments in small funds that may be preferable
because the ownership level would exceed 3%.
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For more information, please contact us at

eisneramper.com/contact-us
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